
What unmet need do we want to focus on?

What are some creative ways we could meet that need in the next 3 months?

need for

connection

intergenerational

ideas

8am virtual

coffee hour

mail open

door to

Ranchlands

community

phone calls

to folks

without

computers

Church

membership photo

book - name, bio,

photo

online and print for

non computer folks

virtual picnic

winter

version -

festival of

some sort

market  -

afternoon fair,

come and go,

sell arts and

crafts, 
?? about

selling

things in the

church

joint event for

youth/kids or

families - parents

come have coffee

while kids get

watched

Family

service for

Advent 1

Wreath

lighting during

advent

services

Caregivers -

already

reaching out

to seniors?

Dinner theatre

with babysitting

from the youth

group? (once

restrictions end)

What about

asking the

older youth

these same

questions?

Video:

Testimony

for small

groups

Neighbourhood

drop and donate

for the

community?

Church

suggestion

box?

Make MAP idea

generation part

of coffee hour

once a month?

G5: Breakout #3

Breakout #1

What are you thoughts and feelings about the current pandemic situation?                                What needs do you see as most pressing right now –

                                                                                                                                                             for you? for your family?

Group 1

Breakout #1

What are you thoughts and feelings about the current pandemic situation?                                What needs do you see as most pressing right now –

                                                                                                                                                             for you? for your family?

Group 2

Breakout #1

What are you thoughts and feelings about the current pandemic situation?                                What needs do you see as most pressing right now –

                                                                                                                                                             for you? for your family?

Group 3

Breakout #1

What are you thoughts and feelings about the current pandemic situation?                                What needs do you see as most pressing right now –

                                                                                                                                                             for you? for your family?

Group 4

Breakout #1

What are you thoughts and feelings about the current pandemic situation?                                What needs do you see as most pressing right now –

                                                                                                                                                             for you? for your family?

Group 5

Plenary: Acts 27

How did Paul

retain his

confidence?

Trust built on

his

relationship

with God

Not worried about

living or dying

Had assurance he

would stand trial

before Ceasar

Had a dream

that

confirmed

confidence

Always

hope, never

give up

Paul used to

listening to the

Holy Spirit - so

he recognized

his voice 

Carried authority

from God within

him (calm) -

recognized by

centurion

What are the

promises that

we stand on as

a church that

help us deal

with adversity?

God's spirit will

guide us through

all things - we can

engage with others

as we are led by

the Spirit

Matthew 28 - lo,

I am with you

always

God is with us

even if things go

sideways

All defenses in early Acts

are based on early

narrative from the Old

Testament - confidence

comes knowing the

overall narrative of God's

action over history - find

our place in the story

Being driven along

by the storm - but

have confidence to

act within it even if

we fear being

battered on the rocks

Have to be willing to

lose things - some

things go overboard,

trust in what is being

kept when we are

battered on the rocks

Need to keep

listening - be okay

with what we are

going lose because

of the hope of what

we will gain.

Ephesians 3:18 Continue to

pray that he will strengthen us

with power in our inner being

the church will be rooted and

established in love - how high,

wide and deep is the love of

Christ - so we can be filled with

the fullness of Christ

Story speaks

to

perseverance

in adversity

What has God

promised us

and therefore

how do we act

accordingly?

Calm when

bitten by a

snake

Healed the

Roman

leader of

Malta's father

Resurrection 

Suffering - is

guaranteed in

this life and

God is with us

Quiet

confidence

that he

exuded as

each peace

Plenary: Scripture Reflection Plenary: Mission Highlights

What unmet need do we want to focus on?

What are some creative ways we could meet that need in the next 3 months?

finding more

ways to be

together

socially

QR codes on

sign to access

online

ministries

rapid testing

Inserts on

mental health

for the good

food box

gift cards

available

some

resources

for

counselling

host small

meetings on

church

property

calling around to

people on our

directory, maybe

people who are

being prayed for on

that particular day

being more

invitational,

accessible

keep

moving

G2: Breakout #3

What unmet need do we want to focus on?

What are some creative ways we could meet that need in the next 3 months?

Gather on-line

resources for

use in personal

or group

worship

Can we live-

stream

Wednesday

outdoor

compline?

use the outside sign

to direct people to

on-line services or a

more specific

message of

invitation

Small group - the

demand is more than

we anticipated - so

Rodger and Carol are

now aware and are

now thinking about

how to meet this need

Small group - to fill

social needs but

are also

sustainable in

terms of

relationships

What are we

already doing

and how can we

expand access

to these

activities

Walking with friends -

can we link up with a

few others to walk and

talk, stop for coffee to

visit 

Basically, just want to

have fun

Can we have a portion

on our website for linking

people - a message

board to link people? It

would need to be

appropriately

administered. 

Can we use the

parish directory to

make 'old fashioned'

connections by

calling or e-mailing

each other

Use the Sunday

bulletin to remind

each other to reach

out - in general or

for specific needs

Remember the

intergenerational

experience with

technology - let's

integrate knowledge of

younger folks to use

technology to its best

advantage

Personal

testimonies

in the Open

Door

Look at what we

are  doing, and

develop ways to

include people

outside the

church

Carolyn Peacock

would like to

help facilitate an

outdoor event

An outdoor

skating event -

we share in the

Al-Salam

skating rink

A video as part of our

announcements -

general testimonies or

testimonies about the

experience and value

of small groups

The communications

group is going to

discuss ideas relating

to the Open Door with

respect with privacy

issues.

Neighbourlink -

can we have a

virtual link?

Green

stickies are

from the post

meeting

Can we have a

monthly

brainstorming

meeting like this?

Could it be included

in our coffee hour?

G3: Breakout #3

What unmet need do we want to focus on?

What are some creative ways we could meet that need in the next 3 months?

Need for community--people

who are slipping between

the cracks--e.g. long time

attenders who had not

attended in person or on-

line in 18 months--how many

people are in that boat?

  

Christmas--use this

opportunity---for those

who are falling through

the cracks

SMall groups--leaders--

invite/ask rather than

wait for people to

volunteer

no Christmas gathering

for the community in the

past--could we plan

something for people in

the church to connect

and also to outreach for

the community

phone calls to every

parishioner to update

their info last year--

many significant

conversations and

blessing

walks after church,

skating, outdoor

gatherings, split if group

gets too big, way of

connecting 

Phone congregants to

connect and communicate

they matter, make sure no one

falling through the cracks. 

..Ask about needs

Thank for service

etc. 

Between now and Christmas. .

.

G4: Breakout #3

Circle 1 idea to focus on.

Is there anyone from your group that wants to take the lead on putting a plan in place?

Circle 1 idea to focus on.

Is there anyone from your group that wants to take the lead on putting a plan in place?

Circle 1 idea to focus on.

Is there anyone from your group that wants to take the lead on putting a plan in place?

Circle 1 idea to focus on.

Is there anyone from your group that wants to take the lead on putting a plan in place?

Circle 1 idea to focus on.

Is there anyone from your group that wants to take the lead on putting a plan in place?

Anything not mentioned in ministry slides that has ministered to you at St. James?

Are there any needs we discussed in our first breakout that aren't being met currently?

the pandemic

has created

opportunities to

help out for

some of us

Others of us

have had less

opportunities to

participate in

ministry addressing needs

that can be met

virtually, how are

we meeting

physical needs?

what if

people are

struggling

financially?

is childcare

an option?

are there ways

for people to

see children

who haven't

been

vaccinated?

how do we reach out

to the people who

aren't fully integrated

into the church? How

can we avoid them

falling through the

cracks?

What about

outdoor

gatherings?

offering

something

for the lonely

or hungry?

Is there

community for

younger

parents,

younger

women?

How do we

integrate all

age groups

of the

church?

We need

more home

group

leaders!

Music and

Sound

ministries,

livestream team

- a real blessing

Men's

ministry

home groups

really help to

get to know

people and be

supported

Helping groups

keep going

through the

pandemic. Do

we need tech

support?

G1: Breakout #2

Anything not mentioned in ministry slides that has ministered to you at St. James?

Are there any needs we discussed in our first breakout that aren't being met currently?

knitting has

been a

lifeline 

prayer shawls

for those who

are suffering

importance of

livestream

services,

ongoing

new people

have come,

been

integrating

outdoor

gatherings

have been

important

8am service

live has

been

beneficial

zoom coffee

hour

make a bigger

effort to greet

new people, or

people we do

not know

might need

more small

groups

Easter

outreach

step out into

the digital

world

G2: Breakout #2

Anything not mentioned in ministry slides that has ministered to you at St. James?

Are there any needs we discussed in our first breakout that aren't being met currently?

Small groups need

'pastor types' to lead

them. We are

currently looking for

leaders to start new

small groups

Is there a listing of all

the small groups

currently running?

No, because we

carefully place

people in the most

appropriate group.

Loneliness is

a significant

challenge for

many 

Children are

a great

antidote to

loneliness 

Using a compline

liturgy can frame

prayer in Zoom

meetings

Using the CofE

prayer application

for morning/

evening  prayer

Following the

Dean of

Canterbury's

daily prayer -

complete with

cats

Can we develop a

reading corner/

program for

community children -

like the Lion, Witch

and Wardrobe

reading

Do we still

do

Christmas

hampers?

Can we expand the

Good Food Box

program, and

include information

about the church's

activities

What more can we

do to develop

relationships with

the Ranchlands

Community? 

Al-Salam

relationship?

Wouldn't it be nice

to have some

people in

Ranchlands join

the fireside

compline service>

Knitting

group

supports St.

Edmunds

Supporting exit

and other

ministries who

help the

homeless

Irony - we have

programs like compline

and Sunday School

family lessons - we need

to use our sign to let

people know what we

are doing! 

Some

resources for

distance

worship

G3: Breakout #2

Anything not mentioned in ministry slides that has ministered to you at St. James?

Are there any needs we discussed in our first breakout that aren't being met currently?

mission action planning

--abilit to talk about

church and its purpose

in a group hearing people's

history with St. James,

how God has been at

work in their lives. 

A place of testimony,

what God has been

doing in our lives,

people's story 

OPEN DOOR as place

of testimony/story??

as encouragement of

God has met others

and grown usNEEDS UNMET?

GOD Is GOOD stories

(from 50th)--maybe

revisit this as part of

OPEN DOOR

THINGS THAT HAVE

MINISTERED TO US. .. 

intention of testimony/

story is to help us not

be alone, and be

encouraged by others

when we are

discouraged Hebrews 10:19-25 

Let us consider how to

spur one another in

love and good deeds

Home groups as a

place of story and

testimony? 

tendency for task-

orientation in online

formats--need to be

intentional in adding

social and testimony

with Zoom meetings 

G4: Breakout #2

Anything not mentioned in ministry slides that has ministered to you at St. James?

Are there any needs we discussed in our first breakout that aren't being met currently?

Online church

service - Yvonne's

family prayer

(intergenerational) 

More

intergenerational

activities

How are we

handling new

people

coming into

the church?

Dane has

made phone

calls  -

emails etc

Will restart

pizza lunch

after church

for

newcomers

E-cards

from

women's

ministry

Regular phone

calls to long term

members - make it

more explicit that it

is connected to St

James

Contact

from St.

James 

How do we

connect with

those not

connected to

small groups?

More intentional

about

opportunities to

simply connect

and share how we

are doing

Phone call to all

parishioners last

year to check in

- better than

zoom for some

Virtual

coffee hour

for 8am

service

Church

picnic -

virtual?

way to

reduce

stress

G5: Breakout #2

What unmet need do we want to focus on?

What are some creative ways we could meet that need in the next 3 months?

People willing to

take on small

groups!- Hardocks

Angela

Reading to kids

through zoom -

maybe an

opportunity

within our

community?

Are subsidies

available for

tech? Are there

people who

would donate?

Who could

run tech

support?

Talk to

Yvonne -

knowledge

base

Could offer

to wider

community

A team

could be

made?

an ad in the

newsletter?

Soup

kitchen?

Meals for sick

families

Music

lessons,

music just

for fun?

Carol

Woods is

willing!

Winter picnic/

carnival

youth group

parents

coffee time

Neighbourlink

G1: Breakout #3

Wendy Robanske

Agnes

Rodger

John & Laurie Abbott

David Fisher

Marlene

Dan Hardock

Jennifer

societal divide

is maybe more

isolating than

the isolation of

lockdowns

Living along

is difficult,

thankful for

home group

confusing

mixed messages

changing rules

difficult to be

social

Have had

enough

isolation is

taking a toll

on health

Divisive - close

friends separated

because too

stressful with

opposite views

Very involved in

prayer chain, which

has been very

encouraging

through COVID

There is a great

need for prayer

continuing

to touch

base

trying to

keep doing

normal things

hard to start

relationships

in a pandemic

economic

challenges

for younger

generations

Lives in a residence

for adults. See a great

need for

companionship with

residents - would be

interested in being

part of a small group

at the residence

tired of

difference in

opinion

hurting

relationships

Polarizing

debate around

vaccinations -

impacts family

get togethers

Sense the

pandemic is time

for grounding

ourselves in the

Lord. My life is in

his control

Loneliness -

people

shutting

themselves in

Fear of

what could

happen

polarity in

wider

society

working has

helped

maintain

connections

difficult to

love when

we are

angry

Would like to

be involved

in a small

group

struggling

financially

because of

covid impacts to

work

Isolated as a

church community

- miss the people

and being able to

talk

We will have

to learn how

to live with it

despite the challenges,

new people finding

community at St. James,

and then even moving

into leadership and

blessing others

Stress
School is

different for

kids

things are very

much alive--people

at St. James are

caring about their

community, clung

to community 

long term

impact of

ongoing stress -

children can't

sleep at night

home group

has been

really

important

being social is

more

challenging

because we

are isolated

'Are we

allowed

to...'

time to

learn how to

live with this

Have a sense

there is a great

need to support

homeless

people. 

Work

impacted by

school

quarantines

seems like it's

hard to have a

conversation

where we are

really listening to

each other

normal things

are now

much more

complex

not

everyone is

equally

adaptable

Hard to

integrate new

families into

the church

mental

health is

serious

Wants to be

involved in a

small group

Involved in a

small group,

which has

members from

outside Calgary

Uncertainty -

long term,

vaccines

impact, kids

and youth 

Open to sharing

those things we

have in

common,

regardless of

denomination

Hopelessness Helplessness

lack of

depth and

meaning

People doing

the right things

but situation

doesn't seem to

change

On-line prayer

is powerful and

moving, as are

small groups

Yo-yoing of

restrictions and

recommendations

Resilience

is starting

to wane 

How do we

talk to (pray

for) people

who are anti-

vaccine?

Example of

international prayer -

Eastern European

group asked for

prayers for a mother

in England, another

member said I live

there, I will visit her

families are

isolated
COVID challenge - lack

of planning - it is

impossible to plan in

advance (Food Box) ie:

inviting recipients to

church - when is the

service in person again?

It's been frustrating

had to

adapt to

new

purposes

Many of our ministry

involvements have

been impacted by

COVID - maintaining

connections is really

important

Relief from

covid

See all my

grandkids at

the same

time

have to limit

exposure to

the news

Sense of hope

grounded in our

faith - all in this

together

Feeling really

blessed - keep

focused that

God has a plan

how do we

convince people

to come back to

the church when it

is open?

Electronic connection

has great potential, i.e.:

reading books with the

Sapsay children - to

help them learn English,

it is socially good for the

children and for us

be able to

travel - to

see family,

go places

freedom

from fear as

we travel

online church is

challenging/not

natural

what can

happen

only in

person?

Think about how

we can continue to

use technology

even after COVID.

Are we taking

advantage of

technology fully?

hard to know what you

can do in terms of

restrictions, 

feelings of

helplessness,

don't have

control

Goals/plans we

can work

towards related

to connecting

with people

Polarization of people,

conspiracy theories are

damaging, greatest need

- how to communicate in

this world that looks at

authority differently,

People are perceiving

truth differently

the need to stay

connected, to

encourage one another

if not already

in a home,

hard to begin

on zoom

Christmas

dinner all

together with

rapid testing

prayer and intercession-

--has been like a small

group--this fills a need

joining during pandemic-

-but need for continuity

during things--so

wanting not to just do

status quo--appreciating

the efforts to maintain

things, livestream,

gathering

Can we keep up

the ease of

accessibility

once we are

back to

"normal"? 

singing/worship

together, desperate for

those corporate times

mental health needs,

particularly for those

who live alone,

isolated, 

Cult of individualism

within and without the

church - responsibility

to others is

suppressed in some

How do we

engage

families?

We need to ask the

Holy Spirit to

understand the truth

as the Lord wants us

to understand,

because is it murky

for many right now

There is a

desire for

more small

groups

Carolyn Peacock

willing to

facilitate outdoor

events at the

church


